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Hey Boss BaBe, 
are you ready to kick start your morning?
 
are you ready to start the day with a spring in your step?
 
Whether you’re a morning person or a night owl, we all start our day at some point 
and how we start our morning has the potential to set the trajectory for the rest of the 
day. So it’s super important to start it in the right way! 
 
Here at BossBabe, we are sharing not only elements of our own morning routines but 
the routine’s of amazing inspirational BossBabes such as arianna Huffington, oprah 
and sara Blakely!
 
And, why are we doing a whole workbook on mornings?
 
Why are we so passionate about women starting their day in the “right way”?
 
Well, starting your day with a morning routine allows you to start on a proactive note -

“I did something good for me today”
 
 rather than a reactive note…
 
 “What do I have to deal with today?”.
 
It’s a simple mind shift, but super empowering when you realize that before you have 
even left the house, you’ve achieved and accomplished something. 
 
Achieving and accomplishing tasks early in the morning can also leave you more 
in control of your mood. By creating a routine and healthy habits you are not as 
exposed to environmental factors and reaction behavior. Particularly if part of your 
routine incorporates “not to practices” such as not looking at your phone, social media 
or your emails. 
 
A morning routine also lets you combine powerful habits together like a little 
exercise, a healthy breakfast or some gratitude journaling. Creating these habits 
and completing them early in your day increases your performance and productivity 
moving into the rest of your day. Yay!!

Congratulations on downloading this guide.
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So how do you create a morning routine and ritual that works for you? After all, we all have 
different commitments and lifestyles.  
 
Well, continue on and you will find out.

You did not

wake up

Mediocre
to be

today
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Building on research and pulling elements of our own, and other successful entrepreneur’s 
routines together; Natalie and I have broken down our top tips for creating ‘The Ultimate 
BossBabe Morning’

STArT BY PICkINg jUST TWo HABITS

Do THIS for THe NexT 7 DAYS

THeN grADUAllY ADD IN THe oTHerS

The first thing when creating any new routine is 
that you have to make sure your routine works for 

YOU!

“
#BOSSBABE TM

Because if it doesn’t - you won’t stick to it. So, throughout this workbook pick and choose the 
activities that work best for you.

If you find it too intimidating to implement them all at once;

xo 
Natalie & Danielle
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obvious, right? But if you are completely honest with yourself, how many times do you hit the 
snooze button before you actually get out of bed for the day? According to research, napping 
after your alarm goes off can actually INCreASe tiredness and makes you feel drowsy! So 
tonight, if you are a ‘snoozer’ simply move your alarm clock across the room, set your favorite 
song to wake up to and jump (ok maybe stagger) out of bed when it’s time to kick start your 
day!
 
If you need another incentive to say no to the snooze, why not try an ‘inverted snooze’? This is 
where you use the nine minutes of ‘snooze’ time you would have had to treat yourself to some 
YoU time before you get ready.

Get oUt of Bed

BossBaBe Tip:
 
Change your alarm tone every month. Use a cool song that you like but don’t use your favorite 
song…unless you want to start hating it pretty quick!

BossBaBe Tip:
 
even the best of us love a coffee and a glass of bubbles now and again, but make sure it’s not 
too often. Coffee, tea, alcohol and energy drinks all need to be consumed in moderation to 
prevent dehydration.

Hydrate
STEP Two

one of the reasons we can be slow to wake is that we are dehydrated. A great and simple 
way to overcome this is to go to bed with a glass of water by your bed, and make sure you 
are drinking around 2.2litres of water throughout the day. I use an awesome BPA free bottle by 
joseph joseph that tracks your required refills, ensuring you are staying hydrated all day long.

We also love a cup of hot water with honey and the juice from half a lemon to vitalize us first 
thing. Super tasty, a great cleansing drink and much cleaner than using pre-bagged, store 
bought flavored teas!.

STEP onE
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BossBaBe Tip:
 
STAY off SoCIAl MeDIA for at least the first hour after waking! Depending on what you see, 
can have a considerable impact on your mood.

Wake Up BaBe
STEP ThrEE

This could be as simple as splashing some water on your face and brushing your teeth, or if 
you are feeling like a super BoSS – for the last 20 seconds of your shower turn the water to 
cold! 

Make yoUr Bed
STEP four

According to experts making your bed will: increase your productivity, help you complete more tasks 
throughout your day and kick start a chain reaction of organization and focus! Whoa…who else will 
be fighting over who can make the bed in their house tomorrow morning?

Research has shown that having a cold shower has some awesome 
physical and mental benefits! So, if you want to say hello to; a 
better immune system, a boost in metabolism, better sleep and a 
bright mood…tUrn tHat teMperate dOwn!

If you are still struggling waking up in the morning try one of the super cool clocks that slowly 
brightens the room as your alarm time approaches like Phillip’s ‘Wake-up light with sunrise 
stimulation’.
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Now a lot of people are quite nervous of meditating but I assure you, you needn’t be. If you are new 
to meditation I recommended downloading an app; I use one called ‘insight timer’ or guided media-
tions on YouTube are great. 

Start off with practicing just 5 minutes - this will increase your brain’s ability to focus, aiding your 
productivity. 

ConneCt in WitH yoUrself
STEP fivE

BossBaBe Tip:
 
If you struggle to get motivated in the morning, perhaps arrange to meet a friend for walk/run 
together, or even a catch up on the phone whilst you each exercise around your corresponding 
neighborhoods.

Get MovinG
STEP Six

You do not have to rush out and sign up for a gym membership to move your body every day. 
A quick walk around the neighborhood or home yoga practice is perfect to get your heart-rate 
up and blood pumping for the day.

your will power is greatest in the morning, utilizing this time to get moving is an awesome 
start to the day.

An AlTErnATivE To mEdiTATion iS journAlinG 

Either through meditation, or a song that allows you to connect with yourself and your purpose, 
having that ‘me’ time is so so important! 
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BossBaBe Tip:
 
I love doing my gratitude practice whilst I’m having my breakfast – I take my time whilst writing 
them and really absorb all the powerful, positive energy that is emited during this habit.

Give tHanks
STEP SEvEn

Counting your blessings, appreciating the simple pleasures and the things you already have 
in your life is not only humbling but is a powerful exercise.  Practicing gratitude is an awesome 
way to create an instant shift in your mindset towards the positive. It’s impossible to be thankful 
and negative all in a single moment.
 
Shifting focus from the negative to the positive helps us see situations more clearly so that we 
open our minds to new solutions rather than filling it with worry. 
 

Here are some great examples of gratitude’s that we love to write about each day: 

>>Today i am grateful for my partner, who’s continuing support gives me the courage to 
move closer to my goals.

>>i’m so grateful that i’m waking up today feeling healthy and happy 

>>i’m so thankful and grateful for the roof over my head, the warm bed i sleep in the 
beautiful things i have around me. 

>>i want to thank my fellow Boss Babes for lifting me up when i felt down yesterday.

You should aim to record three things that you are grateful for each day.
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BossBaBe Tip:
 
Your goals should be everywhere you look! on your phone, in your office, on your computer 
screen, in a book beside your bed. The more you remind yourself of them, the more motivated 
you will be and the clearer the activities you need to complete to realize your goals become.

ConneCt WitH yoUr vision
STEP EiGhT

Are you connecting with your goals each morning? either by reading, looking at or perhaps 
writing down your quarterly and/or yearly goals that you are currently working towards. once 
you have done this, write down your targets for the day - the things that need to be done and 
completed before moving on with the rest of your day. 

Make sure these targets are activities that will move your business forwards rather than 
meaningless to-do tasks. 

sinG and danCe
STEP ninE

‘you are the universe, and there ain’t nothin’ you can’t do, if you conceive it, you can 
achieve it, That’s why, i believe in you, yes i do’
 
These are the lyrics to one of my favorite songs to get me in the mood to dream big and chase 
my goals. It’s called ‘You are the Universe’ – by the Brand New Heavies. listening to music is 
super powerful and can lift and motivate you instantly.
 
So perhaps whilst you are getting ready tomorrow – pop some music on whilst you are getting 
dressed, cleaning your teeth, or putting your make-up on. And, if you are up for it – shake that 
booty and dance like the Babe you are! Get those endorphins flowing!
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Weekly Wake Up Goals:

Week 1:

Week 2:

Week 3:

Week 4:

Week 5:
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MorninG roUtine CHeCklist:

Alarmed turned off – NO SNOOZING

Hydrate

Wake up – wash, clean teeth or shower

Make bed

Meditate or journal

Morning movement

Breakfast and Gratitude’s

Goal visualizations  

Dance party
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niGHtly set Up:

All screens turned off 1 hour before bed

Morning drink and breakfast set up

Clothes laid out

Alarm set and positioned across the room

Phone notifications turned off (airplane mode)
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siMple enerGy Boosts:
Your health and energy is so important and if you are struggling with feeling lethargic and 
sluggish, this will have a direct effect on your productivity throughout the day. Not good when 
you are an entrepreneur!
 
Starting your mornings off the right way it vital, but to allow you to do this to the best of your 
ability you need to make sure your body is fueled and has the energy it needs to get going.
 
so below, we’ve listed some of our fav ways to boost energy.

EnErGy booST #1

Plain and pure clean water. Ice or no ice. Plain or infused with lemon. Most of us are super 
dehydrated, so simply drinking more water can change your energy levels rapidly…and 
increase your productivity by 14%.                                                                     

WaTer

EnErGy booST #2

If it’s not for the single reason that they are delicious, have one each morning to receive a super 
charged vitamin energy boost! You are fueling your body and brain for focus and clarity. We love 
mixing ours with oh My glow’s beauty blend.                                                              

Green sMooTHies

EnErGy booST #3

Are you starting to sense a theme here?
If your morning is set up to be easy and stress free, the entire day runs so much smoother. 
Prepare your breakfast and lunch the night before and make sure your clothes are laid out ready 
to go; that way you’ll start your day in a chilled out organized manor.

siMplify your 
MorninGs
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3 ways to improve your sleep:

SlEEP bETTEr #1

This includes your phone, your TV, and most importantly, your laptop! All these devices emit 
blue light that can mess up your natural circadian rhythm. Turn off the screens and pick up a 
book instead!                                                            

no screens 1 Hour Before sleep

rest is important too! So here are 3 ways to improve your sleep.

BossBaBe Tip:
 
Having trouble giving up the screens? Install something like Breakfree which monitors your 
phone usage throughout the day and will help you overcome any screen addictions!

SlEEP bETTEr #2

If you are a coffee addict and find yourself drinking lattes all day, it is time to break yourself 
free of that habit!                                                 

no caffeine afTer 2pM

WHy?

It is keeping you up at night. Try replacing one or two of your coffees with a caffeine free tea 
or water to begin with, then slowly phase it out.  You will find that you fall asleep much easier 
and sleep much deeper.
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SlEEP bETTEr #3

Whether it be a relaxing bath, a meditation or reading a book. relaxing and switching off 
before bed is crucial for a restful night sleep.                                                        

De-sTress 

So there you have it; 9 simple steps to super charge your 
morning and 6 easy ways to boost your energy. After 
implementing these simple but effective strategies you 
will be well on your way to being 
the ultiMate boss babe!
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win

win the Day 

the

Morning

@boSSbAbE.inc @TEAmboSSbAbE@TEAmboSSbAbE

Make sure you tell us your progress and be sure to share your favorite morning 
tunes with us @Bossbabe.inc

https://www.instagram.com/bossbabe.inc
https://web.facebook.com/teambossbabe
https://twitter.com/teambossbabe
https://web.facebook.com/teambossbabe
https://www.instagram.com/bossbabe.inc
https://twitter.com/teambossbabe

